The Tandem Arm and Slim Line redefine wall-mounted workstations. With dual arms that move in tandem, the Tandem Arm provides superior stability and range of motion; while the work surface facilitates med preparation and supply accessibility. The Slim Line provides a compact solution for discreet computer access and is easily adjusted for sitting or standing use.
**Tandem Arm™ & Slim Line**

**Accessories & Specifications**

---

**Access Pack**

Optional Access Pack organizes essential supplies for medication administration including medication cups, medical tape and alcohol wipes.

---

**Tandem Specifications**

- Generous work surface with spill retaining lip: 21.5"w x 11"d
- Comfort Grip Actuator automatically locks height position for improved stability (premium only)
- Pre-wired USB to Keyboard Drawer (premium only)
- Dual pivot points with 180° rotation
- Shuttle maintains distance from wall during full height adjustment range
- Depth when stowed: Premium - 7.375" Standard - 7.125"

---

**Premium Tandem Arm**

---

**Slim Line Specifications**

- Generous work surface with spill retaining lip: 21.5"w x 11"d
- Comfort Grip Actuator automatically locks height position for improved stability (premium only)
- Pre-wired USB to Keyboard Drawer (premium only)
- Height Adjustment Brake locks height position and improves stability
- Depth when stowed: 4 1/8"
- Maximum footprint: 34"h x 25.16"w x 4.125"d
- Monitor adjusts for viewing from multiple directions

---

**Premium Slim Line**